Three Poems by Kenneth Pobo
Sometimes a Poem
begins as a simple observation
of the sky. It sounds like
a weather report. By the fifth line,
the poem gets bored—the sky
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floats away. A war sneaks in.
The poem jumps up and down,
screams--we’re watching
Dancing with the Stars in one room
Cleveland 4, Detroit 2 in another.
As the tired and hoarse poem
slides toward the last stanza, the sky
blows back in, a grainy gray.
The poem leaves. Above
the paulownia tree, lavender
blossoms smell of roses. Te poem
breathes deeply, looks around.
Is it trembling?

Lullabye
Getting the paper, I pass
a small spot by the sidewalk
where snow is almost gone—
what’s this? Bulbs!
It’s too soon. Scurry back
into your earthy bed. Orny,
these green thumbnails have no
use for my advice-daffs awaken in winter’s
warm arms, the world
a lullabye sung in a snowflake.
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Deliberately
Some things are done deliberately:
scooping hardened ice cream
shoveling ice off the driveway
telling off a munching deer
Thoreau going to the woods.
And some things are done in
a wimbly-wambly way:

strolling among daffodils
sending vague emails
people watching in a mall
Whitman ambling by a stream.
Why choose? Words are coats.
Sometimes you need a heavy woolen one,
sometimes a spring jacket,
and sometimes it’s best to toss
the coat off, toss off all clothing,
and be
deliberately
wimbly-wambly.
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